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Tina Modotti, photographer who intersected
with artists and revolutionaries, honored
with plaque outside onetime S.F. home
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Italian photographer, actress and political activist Tina Modotti (1896-1942) at an exhibition of
her work at the national library in Mexico City in December 1929. Photo: Galerie Bilderwelt /
Getty Images 1929
Tina Modotti was a photographer, model, actor and revolutionary whose life intersected with
some of the most fascinating figures of the 20th century. In 2021, she’d probably be a polymath
celebrity.
But since her death in 1942, her story has remained tragically under told. Thankfully, San
Francisco has taken a step toward correcting that omission in the city’s history.
On Aug. 17 — which would have been her 125th birthday — a group of about 20 gathered at
1952 Taylor St. in North Beach to dedicate a sidewalk plaque marking Modotti’s five years of

residency (1913-1918) in the Edwardian building. The tribute is the culmination of more than a
decade of advocacy from scholar and Film Quarterly editor B. Ruby Rich and renowned San
Francisco artist Lynn Hershman Leeson.
As discussions about who our monuments honor, and who they should honor, continue, I felt as
though Rich and Leeson had gotten it right with this plaque. Never mind that it took 13 years, the
establishment of the Tina Modotti Heritage Committee, a grant from the San Francisco Arts
Commission and a resolution from the Board of Supervisors accepting the plaque to finally get it
done. Modotti’s life was just too extraordinary to give up their fight.

B. Ruby Rich (left) and
Lynn Hershman Leeson dedicate a plaque to Tina Modotti at 1952 Taylor St., San Francisco.
Modotti lived at the North Beach apartment house from 1913 to 1918 Photo: Tony Bravo

Assunta Adelaide Luigia Modotti Mondini was born in 1896 in Udine, Italy, and immigrated to
San Francisco at 16 years old. For the rest of her life, she considered the city her hometown.
Modotti worked as a seamstress and model at the I. Magnin department store, performed in
Italian plays at the Washington Square Theater (later known as the Palace Theater), and sang the
role of Lisette in the opera “Dall’Ombra al Sole.”
Her social circle in San Francisco included many artists, including famed photographer Edward
Weston. By the 1920s, Modotti had acted in silent films and was living in Mexico City where
she ran a photo studio with Weston. There, her career as a photographer flourished and Modotti
became well-known for her portraits of workers and documentation of the Mexican mural
movement, specifically the work of José Clemente Orozco and Diego Rivera. Modotti also posed
for several works by Rivera, including his 1926 mural “The Abundant Earth,” where she
appeared nude. Her work as a photographer has been celebrated with exhibitions at the San
Francisco Museum of Modern Art in 2006 and the Museo Italo Americano in 2018, among other
institutions.
“She knew everyone and everyone knew her,” said Rich. “She was a great, spirited member of
those artistic and intellectual circles in Mexico City. In her day, she was a modern woman, a kind
of alternative to the flapper who just cared about parties and dresses.”
In 1927, Modotti joined the Mexican Communist Party after having been romantically involved
with party leaders Xavier Guerrero, Julio Antonio Mella and Vittorio Vidali. When Mella was
assassinated in 1929 while walking down the street with Modotti, she was arrested before being
cleared of the murder. Following the incident, Modotti essentially lived on the run from different
governments because of her radical political activities.

Tina Modotti stars as Maria de la Guarda in the 1920 film “The Tiger’s Coat.” Photo: Galerie
Bilderwelt / Getty Images
In 1931, she moved to Moscow and stopped photographing. Modotti was involved in numerous
missions for communist organization International Workers Relief and worked to aid the
Republican cause during the Spanish Civil War, eventually moving secretly back to Mexico after
their defeat.
Returning to her home in Mexico from a dinner at poet Pablo Neruda’s house, Modotti died at 45
of a heart attack in a taxi cab, a possible victim of poisoning by Vidali according to some
biographies.
If all that doesn’t earn you a plaque, I don’t know what does.
At the reception at Piccolo Forno following the dedication, I thought about how the scope of
Modotti’s life felt so cinematic that a biopic film or series seems inevitable (she was briefly
played in the 2002 film “Frida” by Ashley Judd).
Leeson told me the effort to commemorate Modotti in San Francisco had initially started with a
desire to make a film about her. In fact, so many attempts had been made to produce a Modotti
movie or documentary that some thought there was a curse attached. Proposed projects by

Federico Fellini, Mick Jagger and Madonna (who is also a collector of her photography) have all
collapsed over the years.
But where Hollywood has so-far failed, Leeson and Rich have succeeded.
“I think they’re not used to commemorating many artists in this town,” said Leeson of the drawn
out process for city approval for such projects. “There’s not many women who have been
memorialized either. This is endemic in the history of art. We’re just now catching up.”
Maybe now that she’s been recognized by her hometown, part of the alleged Modotti movie
curse will be lifted. Your move, filmmakers.

The plaque dedicated to
photographer, performer and revolutionary activist Tina Modotti at 1952 Taylor St. where she
lived from 1913 to 1918. Photo: Tony Bravo
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